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The primary role of the firm, and the essence of organizational capability, is the 
integration of knowledge.
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 “to produce unprompted change driven by large, varied, and uncoordinated 
audiences
reprogrammability layered architecture 

even though all innovations require successful integration of heterogeneous knowledge, […] 
digital technology intensifies the degree of heterogeneity and the need for dynamic balancing 
and integration of knowledge resources
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processes
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Figure A:1. Research Areas Addressed in the Thesis. 
 



Figure A:2. Overview of the Research Questions. 

RQ2: How and when do firms 
use boundary resources to 

leverage internal knowledge?

RQ3: How and when do firms 
use boundary resources to 

leverage external knowledge?

RQ4: How can incumbent firms dynamically balance and integrate heterogeneous 
and dispersed knowledge resources required for digital innovation?
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RQ1: What is the status quo of information systems research on 
knowledge integration and how is it intertwined with digital innovation?
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Scaling



determinants processes 
 outcomes  

RQ1: What is the status quo of information systems research on knowledge integration 
and how is it intertwined with digital innovation?
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are created and controlled within the firm 
while others are garnered through the ‘cloud’

RQ2: How and when do firms use boundary resources to leverage internal knowledge? 

RQ3: How and when do firms use boundary resources to leverage external knowledge? 



RQ4: How can incumbent firms dynamically balance and integrate heterogeneous and 
dispersed knowledge resources required for digital innovation? 

Table A-1. Overview of the Studies Included in the Thesis. 



Figure A:3. Structure of the Thesis. 
 

 

 

 



how to understand, interpret, adapt 
to, and effectively manage technologies that have been and currently are in use, as well as 
emerging technologies whose impact are just being felt

design science behavioral science

to develop and justify theories (i.e., principles and laws) that explain or 
predict organizational and human phenomena surrounding the analysis, design, 
implementation, management, and use of information systems

the assessment and justification of knowledge 
claims
positivism interpretivism critical realism

a priori fixed relationships within phenomena

general elements of an independent 
reality […] exist, but our knowledge of specific structures and mechanisms is limited because 
of the difficulty of accessing them directly through the levels of stratification



decision support and 
design science,

value of 
information,

human-computer systems design,
 IS organization and strategy,

economics of IS and IT

IS organization and strategy

Table A-2. Overview of Research Design. 

analysis explanation
prediction explanation 

and prediction design and 
action 


